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ABSTRACT
The latest research on penguin evolution and yellow-eyed penguin genetics is presented
and makes the case for unique conservation initiatives. A thorough count of the
population in the sub-Antarctic islands has not taken place for twenty years and a top
priority for the yellow-eyed penguin is an accurate count of the total population. In light
of communication breakdowns and disjoints with science, yellow-eyed penguin
conservation documents from the Department of Conservation are re-evaluated and the
efficacy of the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust’s habitat restoration efforts is critiqued.
More intensive management of yellow-eyed penguins is recommended and suggestions
for a more integrative, responsive, big-picture approach to future management of the
yellow-eyed penguin are presented.

The theoretical component informed the two creative components of this thesis. The
first is a yearlong blog called Penguin Hospital (penguinhospital.com) that focused on
the ecology and intensive management of Katiki Point on the north Otago Coast. The
blog includes photographs and stories about nature, ecology and the penguin hospital at
Katiki Point. The second project is a children’s book called Penguin Hospital for older
primary school children. Using a calendar approach to a year at Katiki Point and
photographs to illustrate monthly stories, the book describes the life cycle of the yelloweyed penguin, the ecology of the Otago coast, and ongoing activities at the penguin
hospital at Katiki Point.

Key words: yellow-eyed penguin, Department of Conservation, penguin hospital,
Katiki Point, Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND PERSONAL PREMISE
Penguins?

In the past couple years, I have often wondered how I came to this topic. I never
studied birds, really, and worked in publishing. Nevertheless, birds have been a running
theme throughout my life.
As an undergrad at Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods was my personal
getaway. The bird sanctuary was so close to campus I could bring my books and
binoculars and study while listening and looking out for birds. On a hike, I would fall
behind my companions so I could walk softly and the birds would show themselves.
After university, when I travelled to a new place I always packed a bird guide and over
fifteen years I tracked the birds I saw. When I read it now, it gives me a perfect picture
of a place, a time, and the bird.
On a pond in Virginia I stopped paddling my canoe to listen to the hum of
summer insects. As I drifted toward the water’s edge I came very close to the American
bittern before I saw it. We had a quiet look at each other, and then she stretched her
striped neck and beak up to the sky and swayed. For a moment she became one of the
cattails behind her and completely disappeared.
At the edge of a farm in upstate New York an indigo bunting perched on a fence
in the sun next to the woods. The bird was the same iridescent blue of the morpho
butterflies I studied in entomology.
I can still see the ruby throated hummingbird; a patch of red sparkle on its neck,
hovering around the hanging flower basket on my Boston porch. With a soft buzz of
blurred wings the bird dipped in and out of the flowers, and then it was gone. My field
guide is filled with these moments.
Two years ago, I was given a small slip of paper with a phone number and I was
instructed to follow a story. The number belonged to David McFarlane at the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust. After we talked, I asked David about other people involved with
the conservation of the yellow-eyed penguin. He mentioned a few, and I took notes and
contact details. When he described Rosalie Goldsworthy at Katiki Point I had a hunch
that she was my story. My interview with her the following week was where this
journey began.
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When I visit Rosalie at Katiki Point, I like to sit in the hide and watch the
penguins come in. When they raft in on a wave, they look like an odd duck. As the
wave recedes, the penguin pops out of the water to stand and walks up the beach. It is a
sizeable bird and in the evening light their pink feet are reflected in their pearly breast
feathers. As the penguin preens, a newly arrived penguin approaches and they silently
preen next to each other, shake their beaks, and take turns stretching out their flippers to
cool off. Birds on the hill shout greetings to the newly arrived penguins on the beach.
Eventually, they both climb up the steep hill to their nests.
Watching yellow-eyed penguins come home after a day of fishing at sea is
comical, beautiful and sad. For many reasons, yellow-eyed penguins are struggling to
survive and watching them is a privilege that I don’t take lightly. My intention with this
science communication thesis was to explain why yellow-eyed penguins are in such a
predicament by looking at the science and explaining it in a way so that non scientists
could understand.
With deep gratitude, I acknowledge Rosalie Goldsworthy’s work at Katiki Point.
Without her generosity and encouragement, and our endless discussions on all things
“yep”, this project would not have been possible.
Thank you to Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu Moeraki for their green light on this
project. Katiki Point is a very special place and I felt its mana on every single visit.
John Darby’s work on yellow-eyed penguins over many years was invaluable to
me. His wisdom, perspective and contributions to my thesis are sincerely appreciated
and gratefully acknowledged. Mel Young was always available to “talk penguin,” and
Ken Miller’s camera expertise was freely given. Both of their contributions to this thesis
were essential. Carolyn Bouffard generously gave feedback and always provided light
relief. Jenny Rock, thank you for your invaluable eleventh-hour feedback. Lloyd Davis,
I have learned much from you.
Last but not least, Anna and Sam, my children that are no longer children, your
curiosity about the world continues to be an inspiration.
We cannot win this battle to save species and environments
without forging an emotional/spiritual bond between ourselves
and nature as well

for we will not fight to save what we do not

love.
Stephen Jay Gould
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THE YELLOW-EYED PENGUIN:
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND POLICY
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is in three parts, including 1) a thesis on the conservation and
management of the yellow-eyed penguin; 2) an interactive blog educating the public on
the ecology of Otago coast and conservation issues; and 3) a book for 8-12 year old
children about a local conservation effort to rehabilitate yellow-eyed penguins.

Part 1. The Yellow-Eyed Penguin: A Review of Research and Policy
The yellow-eyed penguin is a prime example of an iconic New Zealand species
in need of a well coordinated conservation effort. Conservation biology is a complex
topic that draws from evolutionary biology, ecology, genetics, ecotourism, economics,
and sociology and yellow-eyed penguin conservation is informed by all of these
disciplines. Although several conservation initiatives have advanced in recent years,
they do not communicate well. An assessment of the two primary yellow-eyed penguin
conservation programs presently conducting yellow-eyed penguin management (the
Department of Conservation and the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust), as well as an
overview of current yellow-eyed penguin research that may have an impact on future
management is needed.
In Chapters 1-3, I review the latest research on the evolution of the penguin
(Chapter 1), and the biology (Chapter 2), and population genetics (Chapter 3), of the
yellow-eyed penguin, specifically. Chapter 4 presents the trials and tribulations of trying
to get an accurate count of the yellow-eyed penguin populations. I then assess two
different management approaches, that of the Department of Conservation (Chapter 5)
and the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust (Chapter 6). Finally, in Chapters 7 and 8, I focus on
the intensive management programs at Katiki Point and Penguin Place (Chapter 7) and
discuss the need to engage in novel integrative approaches for future conservation
efforts that address the breakdown of communication between the different factions that
manage the yellow-eyed penguin (Chapter 8).
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Part 2. www.penguinhospital.com
In the second part of my thesis (one half of the creative component) I present a
blog about the Katiki Point intensive management programme called Penguin Hospital.
The blog was written over the course of a year and all thirty-five posts are included on
the CD herewith. Science reporting is decreasing in traditional print media, with many
newspapers eliminating their science sections (Russell 2009a). As science journalists
are laid off, this loss of scientific literacy in print journalism has been balanced by a
steep rise in the communication of science through blogs and online science magazines
(Russell 2009b). As a science communicator, I was interested in describing the ecology
of coastal Otago in a way that would entertain and inform the public about complex
ecological topics. I wanted it to be interesting and understandable to both adults and
children, but I did not want to ‘talk down’ to either audience.
Nature is often presented as cute and cuddly to children but the sweetened up
version of baby animals and birds that talk and play does a disservice to the fascinating
reality of nature. As part of the blog project, I liaised with three classrooms in Dunedin
to get schoolchildren involved: two classes of older students (ages 9-11) at George St.
Normal School and a younger class (ages 5-6) at Opoho School. The classroom contact
led to direct interactions with children through questions and comments on the blog. A
powerful way to engage children and hold their attention is to stir up feelings of
empathy. To that end, the children’s reactions to posts about a juvenile penguin named
Henry were really interesting. After a rough start and a stay in the penguin hospital at
Katiki Point, Henry found it difficult to return to the ocean and needed some extra
assistance to get back into the water. This struck a chord with the children and prompted
a lot of dialogue. Children were logging in on weekends and school nights from their
home computers to continue asking questions on the blog because they were very
concerned about Henry. They were excited to see answers to their questions posted on
the internet the next day. Their feedback and interests informed the third part of my
thesis and the second half of my creative component: a children’s book entitled Penguin
Hospital written for older primary school children.
Part 3. Penguin Hospital, a children’s book
In order to write Penguin Hospital I visited Katiki Point twice a month for more
than a year and kept a photographic record of how Rosalie Goldsworthy goes about the
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business of intensively managing Katiki Point not just for penguins, but for other native
birds, animals and plants of Coastal Otago. I used the calendar as a framework for the
story so children would get a sense of the life cycle of the yellow-eyed penguin.
Ecology is about how things interact, and I wanted to convey that complexity in a way
that children could understand. Some of the story threads that run through the book
follow specific penguins, and other texts speak about the day to day activities of running
a penguin hospital. I also wanted to convey change over time, and tell the story of how
one person (with the help of volunteers) can alter the environment to benefit the native
flora and fauna that belong there.
Please note that a further rationale is given in the preface to the creative
components of this thesis.
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Chapter 1. PENGUIN EVOLUTION
1.1 Penguins in the fossil record
Unusual and flightless birds are a part of New Zealand’s evolutionary history
and the moa (Dinornithidae), kiwi (Apteryx), kakapo (Strigops habroptila), weka
(Gallirallus australis), and takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri) are but a few examples.
Twenty-five years ago, fossil evidence was found in North Canterbury of another
strange flightless bird that evolved here (Slack et al., 2006). At approximately 62
million years old, the Waimanu is the world’s oldest penguin-like fossil and dates from
a very interesting and appropriate evolutionary juncture: 3.5 million years after the
geological phenomenon called the Cretaceous–Palogene (K–Pg) boundary occurred
(Slack et al., 2006). The K–Pg boundary is a worldwide layer of iridium sediment, an
element not commonly found in earth’s crust but abundant in meteors, deposited in a
planetary shower of dust after a large meteor crashed to earth in Mexico. This
spectacular collision caused a global environmental catastrophe that resulted in mass
extinctions of both flora and fauna on the planet and signalled the end of the Cretaceous
period (Alvarez et al., 1980; Schulte et al., 2010).
The “sudden” (in evolutionary terms) loss of marine reptiles that occurred as a
result of this environmental disaster (McLean, 1988; Olsen, 1999; Schulte et al., 2010)
opened up a vast oceanic niche and spurred an evolutionary race that was the driving
force behind the evolution of the penguin (Fordyce & Jones, 1990). In the Southern
Ocean, seals, whales, dolphins, and porpoises also evolved to fill this niche, but the
penguin was the first marine predator to evolve and take advantage of this environment
after the disappearance of marine reptiles (Davis, 2007).
Penguin evolution is restricted to the Southern Hemisphere because the warmer
equatorial ocean temperatures act as a thermal barrier preventing the cold-adapted
penguin from accessing the colder waters of the Northern Hemisphere where other birds
such as the great auk (flightless, but now extinct) and the puffin (a diving bird that has
retained the ability to fly) evolved to fill the same niche after the end of the Cretaceous
Period (Baker et al., 2006). Like the penguin, these Northern Hemisphere birds are/were
strong swimmers that dive and “fly” underwater to hunt fish and have similar
adaptations to penguins (Baker et al., 2006; Friesen et al., 1996).
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New Zealand has the oldest and widest variety of penguin fossils (Slack et al.,
2006) but the Southern Ocean was a very different place when the penguin ancestor
Waimanu was alive 62 million years ago. The climate was warmer, trees grew on the
South Pole, and the temperature of the ocean was temperate to sub-tropical (Stevens et
al., 1988; Blunier & Brook, 2001). As a remnant piece of the vast supercontinent
Gondwana, New Zealand was the “last continental fragment to separate from Antarctica
during Gondwana break up” (Storey et al., 1999) and New Zealand was much closer to
Antarctica than it is today (Stevens et al., 1988).

1.2 Penguin adaptations
Even though the ocean was much warmer at that time, penguins spent much of
their life in water that was still not as warm as the bird’s body temperature. This
necessitated a range of adaptations that would allow penguins to hold their body
temperature constant during long periods in the ocean searching for fish (Davis, 2007).
Over millions of years, penguins have refined their adaptations. They have an especially
dense feather coat with interlocking tips and long downy filaments situated at the base
of each feather. The feathers trap a layer warm air next to the skin, similar to a diver’s
dry suit, and allow the penguin to dive for long periods in cold water (Davis & Renner,
2004). Penguins also have an extra layer of fat beneath their skin that acts as insulation
(Seddon & Davis, 1989). Most birds are built to fly and have strong, lightweight bones
filled with holes that float in water. Being too heavy is not an issue for penguins
because they no longer fly and they have evolved heavy bones that sink in water and
allow them to dive and stay deep for longer periods of time (Fordyce & Jones, 1990).
The penguin’s body shape more closely resembles a seal than a bird, an example
of convergent evolution for decreasing underwater drag and conserving energy while
swimming. Their feet have evolved to function like a rudder and aid in steering under
water much like a seal’s tail. Wings no longer used for flying have changed shape to
resemble the flippers of a seal or dolphin (Davis, 2007). All of these adaptations for a
life underwater give penguins amazing agility under the water1.
The penguins’ specialised feathers and layer of fat were essential for survival as
the climate cooled, Antarctica became covered in ice, and the Southern Ocean dropped
1

They are so skilled at manoeuvring in the water that a robotics company has built flying and swimming
robots that precisely mimic penguin movement in water (Festo Corporation 2009).
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in temperature. As a result of this cooling of the climate and the water, the penguin’s
adaptations were further refined to compensate for colder temperatures in and out of the
water (Davis, 2007). From about 40 million years ago, the waxing and waning of the
Antarctic ice had an enormous impact on the broadening of the penguin taxa, however
the yellow-eyed penguin, a relatively recent genus, diverged from Eudyptes (the crested
penguins) only 15 million years ago (Baker et al., 2006). Characteristics of its
morphology and plumage are what distinguish the yellow-eyed penguin (Megadyptes
antipodes) from other penguins (Darby & Seddon, 1990).

1.3 Megadyptes waitaha: The other Megadyptes species
Until very recently, New Zealand was a place where creatures evolved not only
without human influence, but almost entirely without mammals other than a few species
of bats (Hitchmough, 2007). The late arrival of humans signalled the end New
Zealand’s unique path in evolutionary history. Exactly when Polynesians arrived in
New Zealand has recently been re-examined. In order to determine how long ago
humans arrived here, Wilmshurst (2008) studied at the Polynesian rat (kiore), a poor
swimmer that could only have come to New Zealand as a boat passenger with the
earliest Polynesians. Wilmshurst (2008) determined the age of fossilized seeds with
gnaw marks unique to rats and based on this evidence dates the arrival of both rats and
humans to New Zealand shores at around1280 AD, the age of the earliest human
remains found at Wairau Bar (Wilmshurst, 2008).
The early Polynesians destroyed native forests with large scale fires (Ogden,
1998) and they brought with them not only the rat, but the Polynesian dog, which were
both predators of penguins. Within decades of the arrival of Polynesians, many New
Zealand birds became extinct; the moa species are one example (Anderson, 1984) and
over the past thousand years, 44 endemic species of birds have become extinct in New
Zealand (Steadman, 1995).
Until last year, scientists had given the yellow-eyed penguin its own genus but
research in yellow-eyed penguin genetics has revealed that another species once
belonged to Megadyptes. This close cousin of the yellow-eyed penguin, Megadyptes
waitaha, became extinct about two hundred years after human arrival in New Zealand
(Boessenkool 2009; Boessenkool et al., 2009a; Boessenkool et al., 2009b; see Chapter
3). The yellow-eyed penguin arrived on the South Island within a few hundred years
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after the arrival of the first Polynesian settlers in ~1280 AD (Wilmshurst, 2008) but it is
likely that there were many yellow-eyed penguin stragglers from the sub-Antarctic
Islands on the coast of New Zealand before this time (Boessenkool et al., 2009a).
Boessenkool and colleagues (2009b) analysed genetic markers from DNA found
in what were thought to be yellow-eyed penguin bones collected from middens and
museum collections. They found that some of the bone’s genetic markers were
significantly different from present day yellow-eyed penguins, as were the sizes of the
same bones. They were different enough to be reclassified as a whole other species,
Megadyptes waitaha, and are unfortunate evidence of the first extinction of a penguin to
be caused by humans (Boessenkool, 2009; Boessenkool et al., 2009a). It is thus
proposed that the establishment of a yellow-eyed penguin population on the South
Island (from the sub-Antarctic) became secure only after an ecological niche occupied
by Megadyptes waitaha became available (Boessenkool, 2009; Boessenkool et al.,
2009a; Boessenkool et al., 2009b; discussed further in Chapter 3).
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Chapter 2. MEGADYPTES ANTIPODES: BIOLOGICALLY DISADVANTAGED
2.1 The yellow-eyed penguin’s arrival in New Zealand
In the scrubby forests of the sub-Antarctic Islands where it evolved
(Boessenkool, 2009), the yellow-eyed penguin found natural protection not only from
the sun but from driving wind and cold weather. By the time yellow-eyed penguins
established themselves in New Zealand less than 500 years ago, there was little forest
left on the South Island because much of it had been burned by early Polynesians
(Ogden et al., 1998; Wilmshurst, 2009). The early Maori settlers seeking game or
clearing land for farming set numerous fires that destroyed native forest2 (Stevens et al.,
1988; Ogden et al., 1998).
Although the yellow-eyed penguin managed to establish itself in this region
where the habitat was perhaps not ideal (or at least dissimilar to where it evolved), there
were far fewer land predators on the South Island when they colonised (Boessenkool,
2009). The subsequent influx of European settlers, their massive alterations to the flora
and fauna of New Zealand and the arrival of their imported land predators were yet to
come. Coupled with these challenges to their survival, there are many characteristics of
yellow-eyed penguin biology that grant it poor resilience when living in the presence of
humans on the South Island.

2.2 The cost of privacy
There are no large, crowded breeding colonies of yellow-eyed penguins as often
typifies other penguin species. They prefer a solitary nest out of eyesight of other
nesting yellow-eyed penguins, and like their nest to have shelter overhead and on either
side with an opening only in front (Seddon & Davis, 1989). They are the “least
colonial” of all penguin species (Jouventin, 1982, Clark, 2007) and may nest hundreds
of meters apart, so that they are completely out of sight from one another. Usually,
however, they are within shouting distance, and nest close enough to hear each other
call. During the more social times of the year, they hardily live up to their Maori name,
2

What the Maori did not know when they set their fires was that New Zealand forests were
unaccustomed to regular fires and therefore had not evolved adaptations to regenerate quickly afterwards.
In the evolutionary past it took 1000-2000 years for the forests to recover from natural fires (Ogden,
1998).
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Hoiho, or “noisy shouter” (Darby & Seddon, 1990; Jouventin, 1982; Seddon & Davis,
1989).
The yellow-eyed penguin‟s habit of nesting far apart from one another comes at
a cost to its survival. Hundreds or thousands of penguins in a large, crowded colony
provide protection from predators (although large colonies may also attract predators). It
has been found that Adelie penguins rearing chicks at the edge of large colonies are at
higher risk of predation from skuas (Davis & McCaffrey, 1986) and for chinstrap
penguins, the larger the colony, the higher the survival rate for chicks (Barbosa et al.,
1997). Yellow-eyed penguins prefer to nest far away from neighbours (Jouventin, 1982,
Clark, 2007), and it is as if every yellow-eyed penguin nest is at the edge of the colony.
It is possible that they have less protection from predators because their smaller, spread
out breeding areas don‟t confer the group advantage that other penguin species have for
warding off predators.

2.3 Tied to the land
Yellow-eyed penguins are considered to be “resident” penguins, as opposed to
“migrant” penguins (Croxall & Davis 1999). As such, they feed closer to shore, breed at
a younger age, and have a low divorce rate. Migrant species feed offshore and are not
on land for extended periods of time, have longer fasts on land, breed when they are
older and have a higher divorce rate (Croxall & Davis 1999). On the South Island,
yellow-eyed penguins spend more time on land with introduced land predators against
which they have no natural defence (as these predators were never residents of the subAntarctic Islands where the yellow-eyed penguins evolved; Boessenkool, 2009;
Boessenkool et al. 2009a; Boessenkool et al., 2009b). Part of the reason that yelloweyed penguins spend so much time on land is because they are inshore feeders: their
food source is closer to their breeding site. Ideally, the payoff of an inshore feeding
regime is that there is a more consistent supply of fish (Seddon & Davis, 1989).
Offshore feeders must go further to feed, but at certain times of the year their food
supply is incredibly bountiful (Davis, 2007).
As inshore feeders, yellow-eyed penguins venture about 12 20 km from shore
(Mattern, 2007) and return to the nest nearly every evening to change guard when they
are brooding and raising chicks, and to rest when they are not (Darby & Seddon, 1990).
(Although after the chicks have fledged, both adults and juveniles may be gone from the
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colony for weeks at a time; Marchant & Higgins 1990). However, compared to emperor,
king and other offshore feeding penguins that may be at sea for months at a time, the
yellow-eyed penguin‟s time away from land is relatively short. In addition, most of
these offshore feeding penguins also live in places without introduced predators and
therefore don‟t face the same risks from introduced land predators as yellow-eyed
penguins. Yellow-eyed penguin chicks and eggs are most vulnerable to land predators,
and adult penguins are preyed on by dogs (Department of Conservation 2010).
Spending a lot of time on land in a loosely populated breeding area may have
been a good survival strategy in the sub-Antarctic Islands when there were very few
land predators but as yellow-eyed penguins encountered the anthropogenic changes that
occurred as a result of Maori living on the South Island, problems with this survival
strategy emerged.
The acclimatisation movement of the nineteenth century was initiated by
European settlers in New Zealand and encouraged the importation of what the
immigrants considered to be useful animals such as sheep, cows, ferrets, stoats, rabbits,
dogs as well as sentimental animals and plants cats, dogs, starlings, garden flowers
(Osborne, 2000). These settlers also inadvertently imported both animal and plant pests
like the Norway rat, and gorse. The newly unleashed predators coupled with the
clearing of land for farming came at a great cost to the yellow-eyed penguin in terms of
habitat loss and predation (Boessenkool, 2009).

2.4 Demanding eggs, demanding chicks
Male and female yellow-eyed penguins share the responsibility of incubating
eggs and rearing chicks equally. Their breeding time may be particularly demanding,
because compared to similarly sized penguins of the same latitude, yellow-eyed
penguins take 38-50% longer to incubate their eggs and rear their chicks (Croxall &
Davis, 1999). This could mean that yellow-eyed penguins spend more of their energy
than other penguins during breeding time because they must fish to feed their chicks for
longer. If so, this would come at a physical cost and usually yellow-eyed penguin
parents raise a greater total chick mass than any other species of penguin (van Heezik &
Davis, 1990).
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2.5 Feeding patterns: A rigid route
By placing data loggers on yellow-eyed penguins and recording where they go
for food and how they got there, Mattern (2007) found that yellow-eyed penguins target
food on the ocean floor. However, unlike other benthic feeding penguins that sometimes
feed in shallow coastal waters, such as rockhopper, gentoo, chinstrap and emperor
penguins, yellow-eyed penguins are not very flexible about where they look for their
food (Mattern, 2007). They usually swim to the same feeding area, rarely make feeding
detours while travelling to or from their feeding area, most of their feeding dives are to
the bottom of the ocean floor, and they rarely dive for food in other layers of the ocean
(Mattern, 2007, although these findings are based only on one study; certainly more
research on yellow-eyed penguin feeding patterns is warranted). Van Heezik and Davis
(1990) found that yellow-eyed penguins will choose to eat fish that has a lower oil
content (and may be found elsewhere in the water column), but this change in diet
occurred during a food shortage at one location one year of the two year study and
resulted in many chicks (18%) dying from starvation.
Their food supply must have been fairly constant over the millennia for yelloweyed penguins to have evolved this feeding behaviour and with ocean currents shifting
during El Niño years (Vargas et al., 2006), and/or global climate change affecting where
the fish are likely to be found (Peacock, 2000), a constant food supply in the same
location may become the exception not the rule. A more flexible feeding behaviour
would allow them to find food elsewhere; perhaps in other layers of the ocean, or as
currents shift in El Niño years and global climate change becomes more apparent, in
other locations on the ocean floor.
Theoretically, as inshore feeders, yellow-eyed penguins would have a more
steady food supply than offshore feeders (Croxall & Davis, 1999). But even a more
steady food supply may sometimes be a disadvantage. Although offshore feeding
penguins may have to travel further at sea to find food, at certain times of the year their
food supply is bountiful. Offshore feeding penguins‟ breeding cycles have evolved to
take advantage of this increase in food supply at strategic times in the breeding cycle
and they are able to spend less energy to catch a lot more food (Davis, 2007). A steadier
food supply means that yellow-eyed penguins actually require more energy to get extra
food while feeding chicks or when they are laying on extra fat before the moult.
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The IUCN considers the yellow-eyed penguin to be „Endangered‟ (IUCN, 2010)
due to its small breeding range, habitat degradation, declining population and land based
threats. The New Zealand Department of Conservation considers them to be „Nationally
Vulnerable‟ because DoC has its own classification system for threatened species (for
more on this topic, see Chapter 5). Compared to other penguin species, in many ways
Megadyptes antipodes does seem to be at a disadvantage in its present environment.
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Chapter 3. YELLOW-EYED PENGUIN GENETICS
…genetic concerns for this population are valid and the longterm viability of this species may be compromised by reduced
adaptive potential.
Boessenkool (2009)

3.1 Megadyptes waitaha
Yellow-eyed penguins were thought to be the only species in the Megadyptes
genus until Boessenkool and colleagues made morphological and genetic comparisons
between yellow-eyed penguin samples of bone and DNA collected from midden and
museum collection bones, and live birds from the South Island and the sub-Antarctic
islands (Boessenkool 2009; Boessenkool et al., 2008; Boessenkool et al., 2009a;
Boessenkool et al., 2009b; and Boessenkool et al., 2010). Some of the older bones and
DNA samples were so morphologically and genetically different from the others they
were determined to be from another species of Megadyptes; a species now named
Megadyptes waitaha. Boessenkool and colleagues (2009; Boessenkool et al., 2009b)
concluded that this second species of Megadyptes once living on the mainland of New
Zealand became extinct shortly after the arrival of Polynesians in New Zealand. In their
model, when Megadyptes waitaha became extinct the few stragglers of Megadyptes
antipodes that found their way here from the sub-Antarctic islands were able to
establish themselves on the South Island.
Yellow-eyed penguins generally live close to their birthplace and have a less
than 2% migration rate from the sub-Antarctic Islands to the South Island, therefore a
yellow-eyed penguin arriving on the South Island from the sub-Antarctic islands is a
rare event (Richdale, 1957; Triggs & Darby, 1989; Ratz, Darby, Edge & Thompson,
2004). Boessenkool and colleagues found that the present day South Island population,
which was once thought to be a remnant of a genetically diverse historic South Island
population (Moore, 2001) has low genetic variation; Boessenkool 2009; Boessenkool et
al., 2009a; Boessenkool et al., 2009b; Boessenkool et al., 2010). In addition, specific
genetic markers suggest that the entire population of the South Island yellow-eyed
penguins may have been founded by only a few individuals and the bulk of genetic
variation for the species likely resides in the sub-Antarctic population (Boessenkool et
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al., 2009a; Boessenkool, 2009). A small founding population and a very low migration
rate from the South Island puts the yellow-eyed penguin population on the South Island
at risk for inbreeding (Boessenkool, 2009; Boessenkool et al., 2010).

3.2 Bottlenecked populations
It is now believed that the yellow-eyed penguin‟s effective population size for
the South Island is below the minimum required to maintain adaptive potential in the
population (Boessenkool 2009; Triggs & Darby 1989). When the size of a population is
reduced for at least one generation (as is the case for our South Island population of
yellow-eyed penguins) a population bottleneck occurs and this may significantly reduce
a population‟s genetic variation (Ralls et al., 2007). In Illinois, the genetics of a small
isolated population of prairie chickens were compared to those of larger and more
robust populations in neighbouring states, and Bouzat et al. (1998) found decreased
fitness and loss of genetic diversity in a bottlenecked population in the wild. Inbred
birds and mammals in the wild also show an increase in hatching failure, lower birth
weight, and lower reproductive rate and resistance to disease may also be decreased
(Keller & Waller, 2002; Briskie & Mackintosh, 2004; Boessenkool, 2009; Hale &
Briskie, 2007).
Boessenkool (2009) states that the reduction of adaptive potential is important to
consider in light of the frequent disease epidemics experienced by the yellow-eyed
penguin‟s South Island population. Indeed, the South Island population of the yelloweyed penguin has experienced far too many population crashes in the last twenty years.
Although some of them were likely caused by marine fluctuations in food supply (van
Heezik & Davis, 1990), the most devastating crash occurred in the summer of 1990
when 150 adult penguins died from a mystery disease suspected to be aspergillosis, an
opportunistic fungal infection that is often fatal when a bird is immuno-compromised or
physiologically stressed (Gill & Darby, 1993, Graczyk & Cockrem, 1995). It was a
substantial loss for the South Island population of 240 breeding pairs (Gill & Darby,
1993) and subsequently in 2000, the bird‟s conservation status was uplisted from
„Threatened‟ to „Endangered‟ by IUCN (IUCN, 2010; BirdLife International, 2010;
Busch & Cullen, 2009). Avian malaria, avian pox, coccidiosis, Salmonella and
aspergillosis are all diseases of concern for immuno-compromised birds in New Zealand
(Tompkins, 2007). In 2004, another mystery illness wiped out 50% of the yellow-eyed
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penguin chicks on the South Island (BirdLife International, 2010). On Stewart Island,
chick deaths initially thought to be caused by feral cat predation may actually have been
caused by the yellow-eyed penguins‟ inability to fight off disease, especially when food
is scarce (Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2007a). In 2005, the number of
penguin chicks fledging was the lowest in many years because of a corynebacterium
outbreak which affected yellow-eyed penguin colonies from Stewart Island to Oamaru
(Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2005).
Reduced genetic variation may also make it more difficult for a species to adapt
to selection pressures that it hasn‟t previously encountered (Keller & Waller, 2002,
Caldwell & Lindberg, 2010). Climate change (Peacock et al., 2000), the increased
frequency of El Niño events (Vargas et al., 2006), and the concomitant shifts in ocean
currents and changes in ocean temperatures affect where fish populations are found in
the water and this has cause substantial population losses in penguin populations from
the Galapagos to the sub-Antarctic islands (Boersma, 1998; Cunningham & Moors,
1994). Inbred populations also show reduced growth rates and increased extinction rates
(Keller & Waller, 2002).

3.3 Inbreeding and the yellow-eyed penguin
Some scientists believe that New Zealand birds have a unique inheritance
because they evolved on a small island, and thus are not as prone to inbreeding as birds
that did not evolve on islands. The theory holds that a history of frequent inbreeding in
a small population has rid the population of deleterious recessive alleles (Craig, 1991).
Although there is some evidence for this (based on the speedy recovery of some very
small bird populations such as the black robin and kakapo, once introduced predators
were eliminated from their environment), the long term effects and viability of a New
Zealand bird species affected by inbreeding depression has not been sufficiently studied
to make that determination and there is evidence that disputes this assumption
(Jamieson et al., 2006).

3.4 Improving genetic variation of yellow-eyed penguins on the South Island
A low effective population size of yellow-eyed penguins on the South Island
implies that the genetic diversity in this population will likely continue to decrease (due
to random events such as those caused by climate change and negatively affect their
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adaptive potential population stability; Boessenkool, 2009). Indeed, despite improved
trapping and habitat restoration on the South Island to improve their status, the
population size has continued to be unstable and has fluctuated strongly in recent
decades (McKinlay, 2001). Although MicKinlay (2001) states that “Recent modelling
work has shown that despite these fluctuations, hoiho populations are robust over
considerable periods of time”, the fact that yellow-eyed penguins have an extremely
fluctuating population (Miskelly et al., 2008, see Appendix 1) is also cause for concern.
A fluctuating population reduces the ratio of effective population size to overall
population census. As this factor is often ignored when calculating the ratio, “wildlife
populations are in a worse state genetically than is currently recognized” (Frankham et
al., 2002)3.
Sometimes, however, conservation managers or researchers can ameliorate the
effects of a population bottleneck by using highly intensive conservation measures to
shore up the genetics of a bottlenecked population (Tompkins, 2007). Transplanting
individuals from a genetically robust population to the compromised bottlenecked
population to breed may lessen the effects of inbreeding. In a population of wild birds
(song sparrows) with moderate inbreeding, Reid et al. (2003) documented a decline in
cell-mediated immune response, which made the birds more susceptible to infection.
They found that birds migrating from a more genetically robust population and breeding
with the inbred birds gave the population an increased ability to fight off new challenges
to their immune system. In 1987 in Scandinavia, one lone wolf immigrated to an
isolated and inbred wolf population resulting in a “genetic rescue” of the isolated
population by increasing its fitness and spurring rapid population growth (Vila et al.,
2003). Therefore, the benefits of immigration, even at an extremely low rate, are
numerous and may last for generations (Vila et al. 2003).
In some ways, the yellow-eyed penguin is better off than other New Zealand
fauna with bottlenecked populations as there are still yellow-eyed penguins with a fuller
complement of genetic diversity/variation living in the sub-Antarctic islands
(Boessenkool et al., 2009b). For example, this situation is more hopeful than for that of
other New Zealand endemic birds such as the kakapo and takahe, that no longer have
more genetically robust populations available. In the case of the yellow-eyed penguin,
3

Effective population size (Ne) is the minimum number of individuals necessary to make a population
genetically viable (Soulé, 1987).
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shoring up the genetics of the South Island population with birds from a more robust
population is at least in the realm of possibilities. Although transporting one or more
juvenile penguins or eggs from the sub-Antarctic to the South Island is not something
that will be likely to happen any time soon (as there is no money for it or interest in it at
this point in time (P. Seddon, U. Ellenberg, and P. D. Boersma, pers com). This strategy
is not one that should be far from consideration, however, as Boessenkool (2009)
concludes that “[t]he long term survival of M. antipodes, therefore, will likely depend
on the species‟ intrinsic resilience… the maintenance of adaptive genetic diversity in M.
antipodes may become increasingly important” and Jamieson et al. (2006) argue
“limiting the potential negative effects of inbreeding and loss of genetic variation should
be an integral part of any management program of the many small, isolated, and highly
inbred native bird populations found in New Zealand.”
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Chapter 4. COUNTING YELLOW-EYED PENGUINS
Sometimes I wish I had a ray gun that I could press and every
YEP in existence would pop out for counting, but I don't.
M. Young (Ranger, Biodiversity Assets, DoC)

4.1 How many yellow-eyed penguins are there?
Most penguin species live in large densely populated colonies and counting
them during the breeding season is a matter of tallying the nests at a site by hand and
taking an average of two or more tallies (Bingham, 1998). For extremely large colonies,
an on-site estimate of nesting density is made and this number is multiplied by the area
that the penguins cover (Bingham, 1998).
Yellow-eyed penguins, however, do not nest in dense colonies and are
considered to be „non-colonial‟ birds (Clark, 2008; see Chapter 2) and counting them is
an exhausting, expensive and complicated business. As previously described, the birds
hide their nests and their „colonies‟ are haphazardly spread out over difficult terrain.
Nest counts tell researchers the minimum number of breeding pairs at a particular site2
(McKinlay, 2001) and although nest counting is more difficult than beach counting
(counting penguins as they leave to feed in the morning), it is considered by some to be
more accurate and also a good indicator of the health of the population because it
indicates how many birds are breeding (M. Young, pers com). From Richdale‟s (1957)
long-term study of yellow-eyed penguins, the proportion of breeding and non-breeding
birds in a population has been determined (40% of the population is not breeding at any
one time) and it is possible to derive a total population count from a nest count.
However, it is often very difficult to find nests and because penguins usually go to sea
every day, some researchers prefer beach counts (J. Darby, pers com). Efford et al.
(1996) agree: “we dispute Richdale's (1957) suggestion that the total population may be
extrapolated from the number of nests in any one year. The proportion of adult aged
birds actually breeding in any year was extremely variable in our study (range 30% 90%), and estimates based on this proportion would be correspondingly imprecise.” In
2

At Katiki Point, two additional nests were discovered a month into the breeding season, and this reserve
is thoroughly inspected 2-3 times a week. Nest counts are considered a minimum number (R.
Goldsworthy, J. Hiscock, M. Young, pers com).
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fact, the best method for counting yellow-eyed penguins has not yet been standardised
because no one can agree on what is the best method for counting yellow-eyed penguins
(J. Hiscock, pers com).
On the South Island, nests are scheduled to be counted three times a year at 48
breeding areas (Busch & Cullen, 2009), however some contest this frequency (P.
Seddon, pers com). In addition, surveys are generally not conducted on private property
(P. Seddon, pers com) and as a standardised method for counting yellow-eyed penguins
has not been determined, a recent thorough population count of all breeding areas here
and in the sub-Antarctic is not available.
The Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 - 2025 (McKinlay,
2001) estimates the total number of breeders to be between 3560-4180, non-breeders
between 2370-2790, and the total number of yellow-eyed penguins as between 59306970 yellow-eyed penguins. This count is subsequently broken down into a South
Island population of 300-320 breeding pairs, a Stewart Island population of 470-600
breeding pairs, an Auckland Island population of 520-570 breeding pairs, and a
Campbell Island population of 490-600 breeding pairs. More recent numbers from 2007
on Stewart Island (which include Codfish and Bravo Islands) report only 66 breeding
pairs in total (King, 2007; Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2007b) and in 2009
there were an estimated 460 yellow-eyed penguin breeding pairs on the South Island
(unpublished DoC data). These counts have, however, been variously contested.

4.2 Counting yellow-eyed penguins in the sub-Antarctic region
So if things aren‟t too good on the mainland, what‟s going on in
the “stronghold” of the species, the Auckland and Campbell
Islands? The truth is we don‟t really know, the last census of the
islands was carried out 15 years ago.
Houston (2006)

4.2.1 Auckland Island
Counting yellow-eyed penguins in the sub-Antarctic Islands is even more
difficult than on the South Island because the islands are hard to get to, the water is
rough, many landings are inaccessible, and last but not least, it costs a lot of money (J.
Hiscock pers com). In 1989, Moore made a thorough count of Enderby Island but not
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Auckland Island because he was only able to count the northern bays; the remaining 13
inlets of Auckland Island were estimated by a best guess (Moore, 1992 and J. Hiscock,
pers com). The Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 - 2025 (McKinlay,
2001) uses Moore‟s numbers from this survey (with caveats that state the numbers
presented for the sub-Antarctic Islands should be considered conservative estimates).
Auckland Island, unlike Campbell Island, still has feral pigs, stoats, and rats (J.
Hiscock, pers com) which negatively affect the yellow-eyed penguin population
(Challies, 1975; Darby & Seddon, 1990). The more recent 2010 summer survey of the
Auckland Islands consisted of mostly beach counts in preparation for a more thorough
count in the near future (J. Hiscock, pers com). A post about the 2010 survey on the
Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust website states that there are reliable estimates for Campbell
Island birds, but the Auckland Island counts remain “guesstimates that are based on
partial surveys carried out 20 years ago.” (Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2010a).
The posts on the Auckland Islands Survey also provide anecdotal evidence for a
count that may be lower than the estimates and counts of yellow-eyed penguins in the
sub-Antarctic Islands from about twenty years ago. An observer speaks of counting over
seventy birds at North Harbour and that number is reported as “more birds than we‟ve
counted in all the other sites put together.” (Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust Archives,
2010b). The observer goes on to say that a “very rough count is over 100 landings on
the main island and another 97 on the offshore islands. If each landing represents only
one pair, then we have 100 pairs minimum on the main island.” (Yellow-eyed Penguin
Trust Archives, 2010b). February in the sub-Antarctic Islands is chick raising time, and
according to Moore (1992) this is when the number of penguins using a landing site is
at its peak, because most breeding birds go to sea on a daily basis. If there were
approximately 197 birds seen (the total from the observer‟s report above), ideally each
bird would represent one penguin of a breeding pair. A count of about 200 breeding
pairs from this past summer, although very rough, represents a far lower total than what
appears in The Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 – 2025. At that time,
the conservative estimate was 520-570 breeding pairs on the Auckland Islands
(McKinlay, 2001).
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4.2.2 Enderby Island
On Enderby Island, (one of the Auckland Islands) there is also evidence for poor
population health. Lisa Argilla (a Massey University Veterinary Science Masters
student) conducted a research project that assessed yellow-eyed penguin diseases on
Enderby Island over the 2009 summer (Yellow-eyed Penguin Consultative Group
Symposium, August 2009). She reported seeing many thin adults and nest failures,
starving chicks, and a strong presence of sea lions on the island. Of forty-eight nests she
assessed, only thirty one chicks hatched and eight of those chicks subsequently went
missing. She also noted a problem with juvenile recruitment as she saw only four
juveniles during her time on Enderby Island.

4.2.3 Campbell Island
Between 1987 and 1990, Moore and Moffat (1990) counted penguins at landing
sites on Campbell Island and observed a decrease at five of seven locations; at three of
the sites the counts decreased significantly by 69%, 75%, and 76%. Moore et al. (2001)
attributed the decline to local effects of disturbance and predation by sea lions. In
general, “penguin numbers decreased between 1988 and 1992, stayed low until 1994
and then began to increase again” but there was a 41% decrease in the population of
yellow-eyed penguins at Campbell Island between 1988 and 1992 (Moore et al., 2001).
In the winter of 1992, Moore et al. (2001) counted 1034 yellow-eyed penguins
on Campbell Island. Sea lions can be a formidable predator of yellow-eyed penguins.
Female sea lions on the Otago Peninsula have been known to eat twenty to thirty
penguins annually such that “the penguin population at any one site could not remain
viable if it was the sole source of penguins killed” by sea lions (Lalas et al., 2007).

4.3 Counting yellow-eyed penguins on Stewart Island and outlying islands
…their secretive habits make casual estimates of their numbers
very unreliable.
Moore & Moffat (1990)

Stewart Island and the islands around it are a unique area for studying yelloweyed penguins. On Stewart Island, there has never been large scale human modification
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of the landscape from farming or timber harvesting as on most of the South Island, and
although there are feral cats, to date no mustelid predators live there (Massaro & Blair,
2003). The outlying islands, except for Codfish Island (J. Darby, pers com), have not
been modified by humans, and all of them are now free from both feral cats and
mustelids (Massaro & Blair, 2003).
The Stewart Island count of yellow-eyed penguins (which includes all of the
outlying islands) retains a discrepancy that has persisted over the years without being
fully acknowledged. Part of the problem is that the number of penguins on these islands
may have actually declined by up to 50% over the last decade (King, 2008; King, 2007;
Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2000). Darby (2003) has acknowledged the
original overestimate, and lowered the 470-600 pairs reported in The Hoiho
(Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 – 2025 (McKinlay, 2001) to 170-320 pairs
based on data from 1984-1994 ground searches for nests. Houston (2006) estimates that
there were 178 breeding pairs counted in 2003. In 2000, a Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust
count of Stewart Island and outlying islands found 200 breeding pairs (Yellow-Eyed
Penguin Trust Archives, 2000) and Massaro and Blair (2003) did a thorough count of
Stewart Island and all the outlying islands and found 178 breeding pairs. A 2009 survey
of Codfish Island found only 46 breeding pairs, a drop from 61 breeding pairs in 2007
(Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2009). Sandy King, who regularly counts
penguins for the Department of Conservation there, stated that breeding pairs recorded
in the Stewart Island study area declined steadily over five years to 50% since the initial
survey of 1999-2000 (King, 2008).
Thus, more recent counts give indications of numbers far less than the original
estimate of 470-600 pairs (McKinlay, 2001). This official number, however, persists in
the literature and appears in Boessenkool‟s research papers (Boessenkool et al. 2008;
Boessenkool 2009; Boessenkool et al. 2009a; Boessenkool 2009b) and it is the number
reported for the population of Megadyptes antipodes on IUCN website (IUCN, 2010).
Several months ago, the BirdLife International website lowered their number for
Stewart Island to reflect the more recent counts (BirdLife International, 2010).
However, the official estimate of 470-600 breeding pairs for Stewart and the outlying
islands persists even though it is likely to be overestimated by as much as 400-550
breeding pairs. As the number of breeding pairs is subsequently used to extrapolate the
total population count (which includes non-breeding birds), this could mean that the
official total population count for yellow-eyed penguins may be off by more than a
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thousand birds. Perhaps even more worrying is the persistence of these numbers even
when McKinlay (2001) states in a footnote, “In the case of Stewart Island, these figures
should be treated with a great deal of scepticism. Only a partial survey was completed in
the early 1990‟s.”

4.4 Anecdotal evidence for a reduced juvenile population
I believe there is further cause for concern about yellow-eyed penguin
population numbers. Juvenile birds have a high mortality rate; only 26% survive to
breed at the age of 2-3 years (Richdale, 1957). However, in reading archives on the
Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust website and in conducting interviews with those concerned
with the conservation of the yellow-eyed penguin, I have noticed a disturbing trend.
There seems to be growing anecdotal evidence for a lack of juvenile birds in many
breeding areas from the Auckland Islands to Oamaru. Just the sight of a single juvenile
penguin is often the cause for remark.
Ten years ago on Stewart Island, there was this comment, “a comparison
between nest counts and beach landings was made, and during both of these counts,
only three juveniles were sighted giving rise to concerns over the future survival of this
population.” (Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2000). Two years later, a visit to
breeding locations on the island by the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust prompted a
subsequent observation, “The results were somewhat predictable with the indication of a
similar number of breeding pairs as last time, but ominously no juveniles were
identified on or near any of the beaches we surveyed.” (Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust
Archives, 2002). At the Yellow-eyed Penguin Consultative Group Symposium August
2009, Howard McGrouther (an Otago Peninsula farmer who started the conservation
work and tourist operation at Penguin Place in 1984) related that 2009 was the third
year in the past ten years that there was no juvenile replacement, i.e., not one juvenile
returned those years.
At Katiki Point, returning juveniles are accounted for every year, and in the
breeding season that just passed there were no juveniles for much longer than previous
years until a single juvenile penguin showed up in October (R. Goldsworthy pers com).
On the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust‟s Auckland Island Survey blog from November
2009, this statement appeared, “We also recorded the first juvenile yep so far …” and
there is one other mention when one more juvenile is seen with two other penguins in
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the water (Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust Archives, 2010b). On Enderby Island, there is
anecdotal evidence of extremely poor juvenile recruitment (L. Argilla, Yellow-eyed
Penguin Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009). Just the fact that any juvenile
sighting is noteworthy is troubling and as yellow-eyed penguins can live to be twenty
years old (Marchant & Higgins, 1990), the lack of juveniles from year to year could
take many years before the population numbers demonstrably show this decline.
Juvenile penguins are inexperienced birds that have a higher mortality rate than
adults (Richdale, 1957) and while the loss of juveniles may not be especially worrying
for now, at some point in the future if this trend is real and it continues, when older
breeding birds die out, there may not be enough younger birds to maintain the breeding
population. An accumulation of anecdotal evidence warrants further study of the
juvenile population of yellow-eyed penguins at every breeding area to determine if
numbers are indeed falling.

4.5 Why are the details so important?
Inaccurate population counts are not unheard of when it comes to penguins. Putz
et al. (2003) re-evaluated rockhopper population counts from the Falkland Islands and
halved the original 1930‟s population number to arrive at a new percentage for the
decrease in the rockhopper population from then but the population count for
rockhoppers was in the millions then and today they number in the hundreds of
thousands. If the total population of yellow-eyed penguins were larger, a discrepancy of
about 1000 birds would be less of a concern, but the lower Stewart Island count poses a
substantial loss for a total population of approximately 6000-7000 birds. The
Department of Conservation has stated that the bulk of the population of the yelloweyed penguin resides in the Auckland Islands (McKinlay, 2001) and Boessenkool
(2009) purports that the bulk of genetic variation lies in the subantarctic population.
Thus if the sub-Antarctic population has severely declined, this is a particularly
troubling situation.
In summary: A reliable method for counting yellow-eyed penguins has not yet
been determined. The conservation status of the yellow-eyed penguin (internationally
and in New Zealand) is determined by how many birds there are and there may actually
be far fewer yellow-eyed penguins than was previously thought.
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Chapter 5. A CRITIQUE OF DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION YELLOWEYED PENGUIN POLICY AND DOCUMENTATION

Recovery planning…is specifically intended to promote an
increase in the populations of listed species, rather than to
just limit their further decline.
Foin et al. (1998)

Much of the work [in New Zealand] is reactive and there
are ambulances at the bottom of only some of the many
seabird cliffs.
Wilson (2006)

5.1 What is a recovery plan?
In 1973, the United States Congress passed a seminal piece of environmental
legislation that was a direct result of the environmental movement of the late 1960‟s and
early 1970‟s. The U.S. Endangered Species Act was the first truly robust legislation in
the U.S. solely designed to protect endangered species at risk for extinction. The
subsequent banning of the pesticide DDT to protect the bald eagle was one of the first
acts of legislation that came about after the Endangered Species Act was passed
(Salzman, 1990).
The Endangered Species Act set out a structure for the conservation of species in
danger of becoming extinct. One of the major requirements for the listing of a species
under this act was a detailed recovery plan describing specific steps for how the
endangered species could be brought back from the brink of extinction. These recovery
plans typically include management actions, criteria for recovery, and time and cost
estimates for implementation, as well as summaries of the latest scientific research and
how that might impact management (Clark, Hoekstra, Boersma & Kareiva, 2002). The
Department of Conservation‟s Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 –
2025 (McKinlay, 2001) follows this model.
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5.2 The Department of Conservation’s species classification system
New Zealand is in a serious conservation predicament as a result of its
evolutionary history, the preponderance of introduced land predators on a largely
defenceless flora and fauna, and the nearly insurmountable task of protecting so many
endangered species with a limited amount of funds. New Zealand‟s forest cover was
reduced from 78% to 53% after the arrival of Polynesians, and Europeans continued the
decimation by felling or burning off a further 23% (Young, 2004). Forty-two percent of
the seabirds that breed in New Zealand are endemic (Young, 2004) and since human
arrival, 62 of 131 species of birds on the North and South Islands have gone extinct
(Duncan & Blackburn, 2004). New Zealand also has the dubious distinction of having
one of the highest rates of extinction in the world (Hitchmough, Bull, & Cromarty,
2007).
Given this ecologically disastrous situation, the Department of Conservation has
found it necessary to develop its own system for classifying threatened species using
criteria developed for the New Zealand island environment (Young, 2004). It is
independent of the IUCN classification system and in 2004 approximately 2800 species
were on the Department of Conservations‟ threatened species list (Young, 2004).
Although the yellow-eyed penguin is considered to be endangered by IUCN (IUCN,
2010), the Department of Conservation classifies the yellow-eyed penguin as vulnerable
according to its own classification system (McKinlay, 2001; Hitchmough, Bull, &
Cromarty, 2007).
In this chapter, I will examine how conservation efforts can be impeded by
various government constraints and agendas and critique two Department of
Conservation yellow-eyed penguin documents: the Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes)
Recovery Plan 2000 – 2025 (McKinlay, 2001) and the New Zealand Threat
Classification System Lists 2005 (Hitchmough, Bull, & Cromarty, 2007).

5.3 Conservation vs. maintenance
In 1995, a viewing platform constructed by the Department of Conservation
collapsed and killed fourteen people in Paparoa National Park. This accident caused a
shift in priorities at the Department of Conservation from conservation efforts to
maintenance and reduction of risk at all “visitor assets” (Young, 2004). From 19982000 there was extra funding to upgrade all visitor infrastructure (Department of
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Conservation, 2007). The Cave Creek disaster set back the core work of the Department
of Conservation by five years (Young, 2004).
A recent newspaper article detailed how the Department of Conservation will be
spending five million dollars this year developing and improving campgrounds to
enhance New Zealand‟s reputation as a place to go to for camping and recreation. The
Department of Conservation is aiming “to increase the number and frequency of visitors
to conservation land this year” and trying to increase its earnings by developing more
commercial models (Chug, 2010b). At the same time, over the next four years the
Department of Conservation‟s overall budget has been cut by 54 million dollars (Chug,
2010a). The Department of Conservation‟s shift in emphasis from conservation to
maintenance (which is more easily assessable than conservation efforts, P. Seddon, pers
com) at a time when the budget has also been deeply cut is troubling because
ecotourism in New Zealand is still growing and “…it is often the most sensitive habitats
and most threatened wildlife that are the target of ecotourism activities.” (McClung,
Seddon, Massaro & Setiawan, 2004).
5.4 The Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 – 2025 (McKinlay, 2001)
The latest research, ecology and population fluctuations of the yellow-eyed
penguin are described in the first part of the recovery plan. From the start, there are
problems with numbers and interpretations of population structure. Here the Stewart
Island population count is listed as 490-600 breeding pairs despite the fact that Darby
(2003) amended that count to 170-320 pairs using data from 1984-1994.
McKinlay (2001) also states that although there are large spatial gaps in data, it
is not correct to describe hoiho as having a disjunct range, and that banding records
show that yellow-eyed penguins are capable of travelling great distances. However,
Boessenkool (2009) and Boessenkool et al. (2009) and Boessenkool, Star, Waters &
Seddon (2009) found that although yellow-eyed penguins are indeed capable of
travelling great distances, migration events from the sub-Antarctic Islands to the South
Island are rare. Boessenkool (2009) and Boessenkool, Star, Waters & Seddon (2009)
recommend that the populations of the South Island and sub-Antarctic be managed
separately.
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5.4.1 Options and objectives
Four options for recovery are described in the plan, ranging from Option 1, do
nothing, to the most intensive management option, Option 4, using captive populations
as part of the recovery plan. The overall goal of the 25 year recovery plan is to increase
the population of the yellow-eyed penguin and to have community involvement in their
conservation. This is listed as Option 3. Nine objectives with specific steps are laid out
in order to accomplish this but ten years later, even the most primary objective has not
yet been achieved.
The first of these objectives is to get “accurate population census and trend data
from all parts of the hoiho range using approved survey and monitoring techniques.”
This objective was also the prime objective in the Department of Conservation plan of
1991 (McKinlay, 2001). There are population counts of yellow-eyed penguins on the
South Island every year, a count of Stewart Island and outlying islands was completed
last year, but the sub-Antarctic Islands have only had a preliminary survey of Auckland
Island this past summer and have not had a count for over 20 years. Funding is a factor
(J. Hiscock, pers com) but considering the state of the rockhopper population declines in
the sub-Antarctic (Woehler & Croxall, 1997), and the fact that we now know the bulk of
yellow-eyed penguins‟ genetic variation lies in the sub-Antarctic population
(Boessenkool, 2009; Boessenkool et al., 2009; Boessenkool, Star, Waters & Seddon,
2009; see Chapter 3) a count in the sub-Antarctic is urgently needed. Although it has
been listed as the highest priority in both of the hoiho recovery plans of 1991 and 2000,
it has not yet taken place.

5.5 The New Zealand Threat Classification System Lists 2005 (Hitchmough, Bull &
Cromarty, 2007), the New Zealand Threat Classification System Manual (Townsend
et al., 2008), and Conservation Status of New Zealand Birds, 2008 (Miskelly et al.,
2008)
Is the status of the yellow-eyed penguin declining to the point where it is
actually getting closer to fitting the criteria for being classified as Nationally
Endangered by New Zealand‟s Department of Conservation‟s standards?
The Conservation Status of New Zealand Birds, 2008 (Miskelly et al., 2008,
Appendix 1) lists yellow-eyed penguins as Nationally Vulnerable with a criteria of
B(1/1): a population of between 1000-5000 mature individuals. Boyce (1992, p. 481)
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discusses minimum viable population or MVP, and defines it as “an estimate of the
minimum number of organisms of a particular species that constitutes a viable
population”. He states that an essential aspect of MVP is that “smaller populations are
more likely to go extinct than larger populations because of inbreeding depression and
genetic drift, or simply the threat of chance birth or death events” (for further discussion
of yellow-eyed penguin genetics, see Chapter 3).
The New Zealand Threat Classification System Lists 2005 is a Department of
Conservation document that describes how a threatened species‟ status has been
determined for conservation purposes by Department of Conservation standards. The
yellow-eyed penguin is listed as „Nationally Vulnerable‟ with two qualifiers: HI for
Human Induced threats and ST for Stable, meaning that the population is stable and
varies only by +/- 10% per year. Whilst the Human Induced qualifier for loss of habitat
and introduced predators is incontestable, the population of yellow-eyed penguins has
declined by well over 10% (see Chapter 4) and IUCN considers the yellow-eyed
penguin population to be decreasing (IUCN, 2010). This is at odds with the ST
qualifier.
The New Zealand Threat Classification System List 2005 has also incorrectly
stated the IUCN data for Megadyptes antipodes. In this document, the Department of
Conservation listed the yellow-eyed penguin‟s IUCN status as Vulnerable, despite the
fact that IUCN upgraded the status of the yellow-eyed penguin from Vulnerable to
Endangered in 2000 (IUCN, 2010; Hitchmough, Bull & Cromarty, 2007).
Another Department of Conservation document, the New Zealand Threat
Classification System Manual (Townsend et al., 2008) outlines the criteria for being
considered Nationally Endangered: When there is a moderate population and high
ongoing or predicted decline, “a taxon is considered „Nationally Endangered‟ when
evidence indicates that it fits at least one Status criterion and the Trend criterion as
follows: Status 1: The total population size is 1000–5000 mature individuals.” The
Department of Conservation‟s Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) Recovery Plan 2000 –
2025 states that there are less than 5000 mature individuals (McKinlay, 2001) and there
would be far less if the number in the recovery plan were adjusted to reflect the present
day population on Stewart Island.
The Trend criteria that follows the Status criterion is “…an ongoing or predicted
decline of 50–70% in the total population due to existing threats, taken over the next 10
years or three generations, whichever is longer” (Townsend et al., 2008). It is not clear
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if the future of the birds is actually that dire, but over the past twenty years there have
been years of 100% chick deaths, a year of 50% adult mortality on the South Island, a
notable lack of juvenile penguins, and still no real count of the yellow-eyed penguin
population on the sub-Antarctic Islands where rockhopper penguin populations have
declined precipitously (Cunningham & Moors, 1994; Woehler & Croxall, 1997, see
Chapter 4). A decline of 50-70% may be much higher than the actual decline, but the
yellow-eyed penguin population decline over the last decade could be significantly
more than a 10% per year which means that the yellow-eyed penguin‟s status is not
improving or even staying the same, rather, it is heading toward becoming endangered
by the Department of Conservation‟s own definitions.
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Chapter 6. A CRITIQUE OF THE YELLOW-EYED PENGUIN TRUST
6.1 A brief history
Twenty years after Richdale’s long-term study (Richdale, 1957), John Darby
began his research on yellow-eyed penguins. He became alarmed at the decrease in their
population from Richdale’s time and the continued decline over his years of research.
He surmised that the decrease in population was primarily due to these anthropogenic
effects: the continued destruction of habitat from farming, the running of livestock on
coastal property, and the unchecked predation from introduced mustelids and feral cats
(J. Darby, pers com). In order to ameliorate the problem, he and a group of concerned
conservationist citizens founded the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust in 1987. According to
the brand statement on the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust website, it is an organization
“committed to creating natural environments where threatened yellow-eyed penguins
can thrive” (Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, 2010).
Today, the Yellow Eyed Penguin Trust is funded primarily through donations
and staffed largely by volunteers, although there are a few paid positions. One full time
staff salary is paid for by Mainland/Fontera, and two others are paid through Biofunds
from the government (D. McFarlane, pers com). Bequests, gaming trust grants, and
donations make up the rest of the funding. Through a bar-code collection scheme
(specially marked wrappers from cheese and butter collected by the public are sent to
Mainland) Mainland Products Limited donates one dollar to the Yellow-eyed Penguin
Trust for every wrapper they receive. From the proceeds, Mainland has contributed
more than a million dollars toward the purchase of land, and contributed funds for
counting penguins south of the mainland, predator trapping in penguin habitat owned by
the Trust, and the operation of a native plant nursery used for coastal habitat restoration
projects (Yellow Eyed Penguin Trust, 2010). Last year, Mainland announced that it will
be supporting the Trust for another three years at $75,000 per year (D. McFarlane,
Yellow-eyed Penguin Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009).
The Trust owns and manages many different reserves: Tavora Reserve near
Palmerston (2-3 yellow-eyed penguin breeding pairs), Long Point Reserve in the Catlins
(40-50 breeding pairs), Otapahi and Okia reserves on the Otago Peninsula (32 and 18
breeding pairs respectively) and Otekiho reserve, which is owned by the Dunedin City
Council and jointly managed by the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust (although there are no
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yellow-eyed penguins nesting there). Note these breeding pair numbers were supplied
by the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust (D. McFarlane, pers com) and are not necessarily in
accord with Department of Conservation numbers (M. Young, Yellow-eyed Penguin
Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009).
In 2008, the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust was the first conservation organisation
in New Zealand to win a prestigious BirdLife International Conservation Achievement
Award for their innovative conservation work “including raising public awareness,
restoring habitat, supporting predator controls and protecting four key sites totalling 340
hectares” (BirdLife International 2008).

6.2 The discursive frame (Brulle, 2000) and the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust
One way to analyse whether or not an environmental organization is successful
is to look at the organization’s “discursive frame” (Brulle, 2000). The discursive frame
is the reality in which the organization functions and includes an interpretation of
history and the development of the organization, its heroes, and its agenda (Brulle,
2000). An essential part of the discursive frame is the definition of the problem and the
determination of how a solution might be achieved (Brulle, 2000). These pieces of the
discursive frame guide the organization’s actions but once the discursive frame identity
is developed, the organization moves into competition with other groups in society
dealing with similar concerns (Brulle, 2000).
There are both positive and negative aspects of a discursive frame. While it is
necessary to set up a framework for a social movement/environmental organization to
function properly, a discursive frame also excludes alternative realities (Brulle, 2000).
When the discursive frame “obscures or limits consideration of other alternatives, it can
limit the range of options considered” and the possible means of resolving
environmental problems (Brulle, 2000:79). Such failures may prolong and exacerbate
public divisions and conflicts, and defer solutions (Brulle, 2000). Keeping both the
positive and negative aspects of the discursive frame in mind, there are many problems
with how objectives are achieved at the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust.
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6.2.1 Exclusion of science as part of the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust’s
discursive frame
Although John Darby is a scientist and was a founder and original trustee of the
Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, over time the discursive framework of this organization has
changed and an adversarial relationship with scientists has developed. As such, it
excludes University of Otago students from conducting research on some of their
reserves (research deemed to be a priority by the Department of Conservation) (P.
Seddon, pers com), few members, if any, on the Board of the Yellow-eyed Penguin
Trust have a science/biology background (J. Darby, pers com) and the Trust is hesitant
to pay scientists for scientific input (D. McFarlane, pers com). Being more involved in
scientific research, however, could directly benefit the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust by
giving the organization the opportunity to communicate to the public in their newsletter
and on their website that they are supporting research vital to the understanding and
survival of the yellow-eyed penguin.
The Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust’s efforts with habitat restoration could also be
enhanced by attending to some of the latest scientific research by Clark (2007) and
Boessenkool (2009; Boessenkool et al. 2009a; Boessenkool et al. 2009b). Clark’s
(2007) study on yellow-eyed penguin nest site selection recommends planting and
maintaining “structurally heterogeneous nesting habitats that would eventually consist
of a forest or mature scrub canopy with a varying but relatively high density of subcanopy vegetation.” Boessenkool (2009) suggests that yellow-eyed penguins evolved in
the sub-Antarctic islands. Although the Auckland Islands are the southernmost outpost
of tall forest in the South Pacific, a study of pollen on Auckland and Campbell Islands
from the Lateglacial and Holocene periods found that tall forests did not grow there
until approximately 4000 to 5000 years ago, with tall forest growing on sheltered
lowland sites for a relatively short period until the present day (McGlone et al., 2000).
Greater acknowledgement of the flora of these islands to which the yellow-eyed
penguins were well adapted might be beneficial for future habitat restoration efforts for
the South Island population of yellow-eyed penguins.
6.2.2 An assessment of the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust’s habitat restoration
Habitat restoration as the prime objective of the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust is a
key component of their discursive frame, but it is difficult to assess whether or not the
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Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust’s habitat restoration efforts have actually benefitted the
yellow-eyed penguin. Data was not gathered before any habitat restoration began (other
than nest counts in some areas), and no before/after assessment has ever been done (D.
McFarlane, pers com). However, Busch and Cullen (2009), using nest count data
provided by the Department of Conservation, looked at the effectiveness and cost
effectiveness of three different management styles: trapping, revegetation and intensive
management. When they compared management styles to nest counts at different
locations, they found that although trapping and revegetation are beneficial to penguins,
they are not correlated with an increased penguin population growth rate (Busch &
Cullen, 2009).
Nor have there been follow-up studies that examine how well the site performs
as yellow-eyed penguin habitat over a period of time. Restoring native bush must be
done with consideration for the growth habits of many different plant species, and once
planted, it is essential for the habitats to be maintained. There is constant habitat
maintenance at Katiki Point, and much of it is clearing paths for penguins in the canopy
that is the product of a habitat restoration project nearly 25 years ago (R. Goldsworthy,
pers com). Indeed there have been times when the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust planted
seedlings so close together that when the plantings matured, the penguins had to
abandon their nesting area because the the birds were simply unable to penetrate the
mature plants to get to their former nest sites (J. Darby pers com). The main breeding
area of Victory Beach at Okia reserve, planted by the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, has
become impenetrable (J. Darby, pers com).

6.3 A shift in attitude?
It appears that the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust may be on the verge of shifting
their discursive frame to accommodate more scientific input into their endeavours. In
February of this year a teacher from Catlins Area School was given a fellowship under
the New Zealand Science, Mathematics and Technology Teacher Fellowship Scheme
(funded by the New Zealand Government and administered by the Royal Society of
New Zealand) to study seabird restoration at Long Point Reserve including mapping
seabird habitat, establishing vegetation plots, examining the composition and abundance
of predator species and surveying the lizard fauna and distribution. The Trust states they
will be hosting and supporting the teacher and providing resources and equipment
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necessary for the project. Specifically, “It is unusual for a conservation trust to
undertake this role, which would usually be taken by universities, Crown Research
Institutes, local authorities, and museums.” (Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, 2010).
Although it is unclear how this scheme would benefit penguins, or how one
person could actually accomplish all of these tasks in a year, the positive aspect is that
two scientists (Bill Lee of Landcare Research and Dr Jamie Newman from the
University of Otago) will act as science mentors for the project. This is one small step
toward involving scientists at the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, and may have a positive
effect on the future success of the Trust’s management of yellow-eyed penguins by
having scientists more involved with their conservation work (discussed further in
Chapter 8). However it is hard not to think of how this money could have been better
spent on real scientists doing real research that would directly benefit the birds’
survival.
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Chapter 7. OPTION 3.5, INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT
In the Hoiho recovery plan (McKinlay, 2001) the management options range
from Option 1 „Do nothing‟, to Option 2 „Monitor with no active intervention‟, to
Option 3 „Manage the hoiho population by providing a framework for community and
DOC initiatives to actively enhance hoiho numbers‟ (the preferred option), to Option 4,
„Captive population, using captive populations as part of the recovery plan‟ (McKinlay,
2001). In this chapter, I suggest that intensive management, or „Option 3.5‟, represents
an option in between Options 3 and 4.
Intensive management entails having an expert in situ that really knows the birds
of a particular breeding area, is aware of the “super breeders” in the colony (the birds
that successfully raise chicks every year) and understands when it might be necessary to
step in with a little help in lean years when penguins are struggling because of disease,
food shortages, or an increase in predators. This person keeps careful records of nesting,
breeding and hospital care, provides care for penguins from other colonies as needed,
regularly checks the breeding area for sick and injured penguins and ensures that
predator trapping is done consistently, especially during the breeding season. Katiki
Point and Penguin Place are two examples of this management style.

7.1 Katiki Point and Penguin Place
Katiki Point and Penguin Place have been practicing intensive management for
yellow-eyed penguins for well over a decade. The penguin hospital at Katiki Point near
Moeraki was started in 1984 by Janice Jones and in 2000 she formed the Katiki Point
Charitable Trust to fund her efforts. Eight years ago, Rosalie Goldsworthy took over the
hospital and the intensive management responsibilities for the reserve. Penguin Place
was started in 1984 by a forward thinking Otago Peninsula farmer who felt the need to
demonstrate that there are farmers who care for the environment. Howard McGrouther
employs a scientist (Hiltrun Ratz) to intensively manage his penguin colony and run the
penguin hospital and he was one of the first ecotourism operators on the Otago
Peninsula. Unfortunately he is also one of very few (if not the only) ecotourism operator
who puts a significant proportion of his profits back into helping the creatures that fund
his venture (H. McGrouther, Yellow-eyed Penguin Consultative Group Symposium,
August 2009). Both institutions are operated under the premise that intensive
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management is about knowing and thoroughly understanding the colony and giving care
for all aspects of the life cycle of the penguin and for the habitat they live in.

7.2 Looking after eggs and chicks
Hiltrun Ratz and Rosalie Goldsworthy know their colonies well. At certain times
of the year, daily visits are required, and this entails walking on rough steep terrain in all
weather. During the breeding season, they make sure eggs and chicks are being kept
warm by a penguin parent. An abandoned egg (if a parent dies and the other parent is
forced to abandon the egg to eat) is readily accepted by other yellow eyed penguins but
is only viable if it is found in less than 24 hours. An abandoned chick can also be
fostered out and more experienced yellow-eyed penguin breeders will even readily
accept and brood a third egg (H. Ratz, pers com). Last year seven chicks were hatched
by foster parents at Penguin Place through this technique (H. McGrouther, Yellow-eyed
Penguin Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009).
7.3 Looking after adults and “super breeders”
Adult penguins are also attended to. Birds often come ashore with injuries
sustained at sea such as barracouta bites, foot injuries, gashes anywhere on the body,
and eye injuries. Left to their own devices, many of these injuries would eventually
cause death.
When the caretaker lives near the breeding colony, visits often and keeps records
of penguins‟ breeding habits, it is possible to know the birds really well and part of that
is knowing how successfully individual birds breed. John Darby speaks of a “super
bird” he has kept track of for many years. “She breeds when other birds take a year off,
invariably rears two chicks when others only manage one or fail entirely, and most
importantly, her progeny survives to breed resulting in a very significant proportion of
her genes active in the population...” (J. Darby, pers com). A remarkably small
proportion of the breeding population actually rear chicks that in turn survive to breed,
about 23-27%, and these birds are what he calls his super birds. Most of them are over
the age of 14 and some are still alive at 26 and they “breed come hell or high water” (J.
Darby, pers com). Hiltrun Ratz calls them the gold of the colony (pers com).
There are times, however that even these super birds need help. A female
penguin at Penguin Place comes into hospital every year because she is never fat
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enough at the start of the moult to survive. This bird receives extra nutrition for a few
weeks and in turn successfully raises two chicks every year (H. Ratz, pers com). One of
the super birds at Katiki Point was in care for nearly two months last year and
successfully raised two chicks with her mate this year (R. Goldsworthy, pers com). A
mated pair from this colony raised twenty-eight chicks over seventeen years and both
birds were in hospital for various injuries that would have killed them otherwise (J.
Jones, Yellow-eyed Penguin Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009).

7.4 Looking after juveniles
Juvenile penguins are proportionally more often hospital patients than adult
penguins (R. Goldsworthy, pers com). Young birds have a low survival rate in the wild;
only about one in three chicks survive the first few months, and only half of those birds
will survive to breed (Penguin Place, 2010). The weight of a chick at fledging directly
affects their survival and the lower the weight, the lower the chances of making it
through that first year (McClung et al., 2004). A little supplementary nutrition if a
young bird is hungry, sick, injured, or has not put on enough fat for a successful moult
can be the difference between life and death.

7.5 Predator control
Consistent and frequent predator control, particularly during the breeding
season, is a task that both intensive management organizations take quite seriously.
Yellow-eyed penguins did not evolve with New Zealand‟s introduced land predators
(see Chapter 2) and it is essential to keep predator numbers to a minimum if the colony
is to succeed (McKinlay, 2001). Having someone that lives on or near the colony makes
it a little easier to get this job done with a frequency that greatly increases success. With
regular checks of the colony during the breeding season, changes in the number of
predators are more likely to be noticed in a timely fashion and dealt with in a more
immediate and responsive way.

7.6 Tourist management
At Katiki Point, each year there are tens of thousands of visitors (R.
Goldsworthy, pers com) and controlling their behaviour in regard to how it affects the
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yellow-eyed penguins is a large part of the intensive management equation. Visitors
regularly approach the birds at close range despite signs telling them to stay ten metres
away. They also follow penguins to their nests and they frequently use a camera flash at
close range. In March 2010, a group of primary school children were intercepted as they
were climbing over the locked gate into the restricted reserve during the breeding
season. The teacher was helping her students climb over a large DoC sign posted on the
gate that read NO ENTRY ENDANGERED WILDLIFE (R. Goldsworthy, pers com).
Human disturbance from unregulated tourism has been shown to lower breeding
success and fledging weight in yellow-eyed penguins. Stress induced hormones were
significantly higher in penguins from an unregulated tourism spot on the Otago
Peninsula (Sandfly Bay) than from a site used for monitoring purposes only (Ellenberg
et al., 2007). At breeding areas where there is little management and frequent human
disturbance, this additional stress could act as an evolutionary selection pressure that
would favour the survival of „calm‟ penguins that cope well with human disturbance, a
trait that might not necessarily help them survive in their environment (Ellenberg et al.,
2007).
Controlling dog owners is also a part intensive management because dogs kill
adult penguins, and irresponsible people walking their dogs off the lead are a problem at
many beaches where there are penguins. Keeping dogs away from beach landings and
from the breeding areas is essential. Last year, over a six month period, the Department
of Conservation reported that five yellow-eyed penguins were killed by dogs in Otago
(Fox, 2009).

7.7 Side benefits of intensive management
Support from the public is an important part of wildlife conservation.
In order for a rehabilitation centre to have a substantial effect on a population,
Fraser & Moss (1985) suggest that there may be other side benefits besides directly
helping the creatures for the organizations that support rehabilitation centres. Education
of the public is an important aspect of conservation, and sensitizing the public to the
plight of the yellow-eyed penguin can be a way to make people more aware of habitat
destruction and the ecology of our coastlines. For those who dwell in cities, this could
be an important first step to an interest in conservation and wildlife management (Fraser
& Moss, 1985).
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Potentially the biggest benefits could be for an organization like the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust. If they were to be more supportive financially and verbally of wellrun intensive management places like Penguin Place and Katiki Point it could
strengthen their relationship with the public by cultivating an image of responsiveness
and “[s]uch an image may be particularly important to agencies with non-game
programs supported by voluntary contributions.” (Fraser & Moss, 1985). In other
words, for organizations involved in the conservation of yellow-eyed penguins, basking
in the glow of a successful rehabilitation program by being more supportive with words
and money is not such a bad idea in terms of the money and support that the
organization might reap from the public as a direct result for further discussion of these
ideas, see Chapter 8).

7.8 Expensive, but cost effective
So what is a successful rehabilitation program by yellow-eyed penguins‟
standards? Research on the assessment of intensive management of yellow-eyed
penguins is fairly recent and not in great abundance. Two papers were presented at the
2003 Oamaru Penguin Symposium. Jones et al. (2003) looked at annual nest counts
from 1984/85 in North Otago and found that the population had shifted from previous
locations to a greater concentration at Katiki Point although it has been suggested this
may be due to birds being released there after rehabilitation that were not from there, a
practice that no longer occurs (J. Darby, pers com). The number of nests at Katiki Point
increased from zero in 1984/85 to the four released birds that founded the colony in
1991/92, to what was a peak of 51 nests in 2001/02. More telling is that Katiki Point
fledged a mean of 1.46 chicks per nest annually which was significantly better than a
mean of 0.96 chicks for the other areas of North Otago that either had no or very little
management (Jones et al., 2003). McKinlay et al. (2003) analysed a decade of records
from the 135 yellow-eyed penguins that were taken into care at Katiki Point over that
time. The birds were brought in for care either for starvation and/or moulting or from an
injury which mostly occurred at sea. Release weights indicated that the care they
received was of benefit to the penguins.
Ratz and Lalas (2010) assessed rehabilitation as a tool for increasing the
population of yellow-eyed penguins on the Otago Peninsula over fifteen years. Over ten
years, the annual survival rate of either sex did not significantly increase. However, the
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rehabilitation of 12 male and 18 female resident breeders at Penguin Place “created a
10% increase over what the population size would have been without the addition of the
rehabilitated birds, as reflected in the number of nests and in the number of chicks
fledged.” (p. 17). In addition, the confounding factor of the arrival of a sea lion residing
on one of the beaches significantly (negatively) affected the annual survival rate of adult
male breeders (Ratz and Lalas 2010).
The reason there is a paucity of research is because it is nearly impossible to
determine whether or not intensive management at Penguin Place and Katiki Point is
effective by traditional scientific method. Ideally, the effectiveness of a conservation
treatment would be tested by having a before-after, control-impact, paired (BACIP)
study (Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986) which is not an option for either Katiki Point or
Penguin Place as it would have had to have been set up before the intensive
management began. The parameters for this type of study also require that the intensive
management sites would have been randomly selected and the treatment randomly
assigned (Busch & Cullen, 2009).

7.9 The economics of intensive management vs. other management strategies

In this study we find that intensive management is positively
correlated with increases in annual site-level yellow-eyed
penguin population growth rate, while trapping of predators and
revegetation are not.
Busch and Cullen (2009: 773)

Busch and Cullen (2009) examined the success of three different types of
yellow-eyed penguin management from an economic point of view. They defined the
cost-effectiveness of a conservation program as “the improvement in biological
outcome of the species that is attributable to the treatment, per dollar spent” (Busch &
Cullen, 2009). They evaluated how successful conservation efforts by comparing how
many penguins were nesting at differently managed sites over the years. Nest counts
from different locations were used to compare the effectiveness of three endangered
species recovery treatments: trapping, revegetation, and intensive management. To
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adjust for the previously mentioned problems (with traditional scientific method, as
mentioned above), some of the variables they considered were site accessibility, land
cover, slope, elevation and site selection bias.
Although it was the most expensive option, of the three treatments analysed only
intensive management was significantly correlated with annual increases in site-level
yellow-eyed penguin population growth rates and intensive management was shown to
be responsible for an 8.8% average increase in that rate (Busch & Cullen, 2009). Ratz
and Lalas (2010) studied the effects of rehabilitation on the penguin population at
Penguin Place and concluded that although rehabilitation can enhance the size of a
population it must be associated with a location where other threats are also being
looked after.
These are not the only instances where intensive management, while the most
expensive model, has proven to be the most effective and cost-effective model. At a
military base in the United States, the endangered California least tern has been
intensively managed. Although it is slightly different than the intensive management for
yellow-eyed penguins, it is similar in that it includes nest manipulation, monitoring the
site and predator trapping. Though expensive, it was deemed to be the more biologically
successful and cost effective option for the conservation of this endangered bird (Shwiff
et al., 2005).
Busch and Cullen (2009) recommend that those involved with the conservation
of the yellow-eyed penguin (that have the funding and the use of volunteer labour)
should consider establishing intensive management on site at more breeding areas and
they suggest that if it were done with careful consideration in a few years, before and
after data would be available for the scientific studies so invaluable to conservation
efforts.

7.10 Why is intensive management necessary for the yellow-eyed penguin?
Throughout this thesis, I have attempted to build an argument for why more
intensive management may be necessary for the yellow-eyed penguin. In Chapter 2, I
discuss why yellow-eyed penguins are disadvantaged as compared to other penguin
species. Their lack of defences against introduced land predators, the length of time they
require to incubate eggs and raise chicks, and their relatively inflexible feeding pattern
as compared to other penguins all work against their survival in today‟s world. In
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Chapter 3, I look at the impact of the recent research determining that the South Island
yellow-eyed penguin population is a genetic bottleneck. This means that the South
Island population is more vulnerable to disease and less adaptable to changes in their
environment like shifting ocean currents, ocean temperatures and a fluctuating food
supply. The genetically compromised South Island yellow-eyed penguins have an
overall reduced adaptive potential, reduced growth rates and an increased extinction rate
because of their bottleneck status.
In Chapter 4, I discuss the lack of a recent/accurate count of the subAntarctic
where the bulk of the population of yellow-eyed penguins (and the bulk of their genetic
diversity) is said to reside. This calls into question the real number of yellow-eyed
penguins left. It is not unlikely that there are far less yellow-eyed penguins in the
subAntarctic than there were over 20 years ago at the last count. Worldwide, penguin
populations have been dropping at an alarming rate (with the exception of the little blue
penguin; see Chapter 4) and there is no reason to assume that yellow-eyed penguins are
an exception to this trend.
In Chapter 5, I discuss how the Department of Conservation has limited funds
and how this and other factors unique to New Zealand temper New Zealand‟s
conservation standards. I would argue that the yellow-eyed penguin is in need of more
intensive management because their position in terms of survival is more precarious
than the Department of Conservation believes (see Chapter 5). In Chapter 6, I point out
that the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust is misguided (at best) in their efforts to help with
yellow-eyed penguin conservation efforts. It is a serious problem because much of the
public donations to yellow-eyed penguin conservation efforts are funnelled through this
organization..
In reality, the yellow-eyed penguin may be more at risk for extinction than the
Department of Conservation is willing to acknowledge. Although intensive management
is expensive, it can be effective (Busch & Cullen 2009) and allowing well trained
private citizens to do more intensive management work could ease DoC‟s conservation
burden and help the birds at the same time.
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Chapter 8. WHERE TO NOW?
I really believe that conservation should be an open process
backed by scientific rigor. Seeing conservation in action is far
more important and valuable in the long run than shutting
everything away.
John Darby (pers com)

What is good conservation management? The Oxford English dictionary defines
the words conservation and management as “The organization, supervision, or direction
[of the] preservation, protection, or restoration of the natural environment and of
wildlife. (Oxford English Dictionary, 2010). Good conservation management should be
simply be doing this well.
The Department of Conservation, the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust, private
citizens involved in penguin rehabilitation, scientists, all have one thing in common:
they are passionate about and committed to helping the yellow-eyed penguin. However,
they have not yet found a way to work together toward that goal. Surprisingly, this is
not an uncommon phenomenon in conservation biology. Infighting appears to be the
rule, not the exception, everywhere. There are constant battles between U.S. Fish &
Wildlife and citizen-run conservation organizations (P. D. Boersma, pers com). Redford
et al. (2003:126) states that unless systematic collaboration amongst conservation
groups can be established, “we will lose the race to conserve nature.” In the yellow-eyed
penguin conservation effort, some of this discord could be mediated by economic
incentives, better communication and application of science, and an improved
integration of the key participants.

8.1The economics of ecotourism, double edged sword or powerful conservation
tool?
The fact that ecotourism activities often target the most threatened wildlife in the
most sensitive habitats (McClung et al., 2004) make the effects of ecotourism a doubleedged sword. Yet ecotourism could be “one of the most valuable and powerful tools in
our armoury for the conservation of a species” (J. Darby, pers com). How can we
mitigate these two polarised views of ecotourism?
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In 2009, Howard McGrouther had 50,000 paying visitors come to Penguin Place
and the profits from his venture funded the yellow-eyed penguin conservation efforts at
his farm and also paid for the salary of a full time scientist to intensively manage the
colony. He believes that ecotourism should be more than a catch phrase. Tourists should
be the cash cow of New Zealand conservation: “Tourists appreciate being given the
chance to give money to a good conservation cause. All tour operators should put a
percentage of their profits into conservation efforts” (presented at the Yellow-eyed
Penguin Consultative Group Symposium, August 2009). This was a viewpoint shared
by others including R. Goldsworthy, U. Ellenberg and P. Dee Boersma (all pers com).
In Dunedin, the visitor industry accounts for over 3000 full time jobs, or 6.5% of
total employment, and it generates $211 million dollars for the city every year (Dunedin
City Council, 2008). In 2006, the number of people visiting the Otago Peninsula was
estimated to be 200,000 and yellow-eyed penguin viewing activity was the fastest
growing sector within the wildlife viewing industry (Tisdell, 2007). However,
subsequent city planning initiatives place little emphasis on the tour operators’
responsibility for sustainability (Dunedin City Council, 2008). One of the top three
priorities for tourism operators in the Visitor Strategy 2008 (Dunedin City Council,
2008) is that “Operators take responsibility for environmental performance” including
the requirement that the operator play a role in managing the destination through
minimizing waste, volunteering for the Department of Conservation, minimizing energy
consumption and investing in fuel efficient vehicles. The suggested method for
enforcing the tour operators’ compliance to these requirements is to encourage the tour
operators to align with national rating systems such as Qualmark which will be
introducing environmental accreditation as part of its rating system (Dunedin City
Council, 2009). However, if the operator chooses not to comply, there is no punishment
or fine levied and this removes any incentive for the tour operator to comply. This lack
of enforcement by the Dunedin City Council’s also suggests that the listed requirements
for environmental performance by tour operators that directly benefit from natural
resources (that are sometimes negatively affected by their tourism activities) is
essentially lip service to sustainability.
In his assessment of the history of conservation in New Zealand, Young (2004)
states that “Future progress may increasingly be on private land, with a greater blurring
of public and private responsibility. And with this may come a new range of views as to
how conservation might be carried out. Rest assured a sense of identity and community
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will be as important a motive as the need to protect indigenous biodiversity.” How
might this forward thinking outlook on conservation be enacted in relation to yelloweyed penguin conservation?
I propose that it could be partially achieved by instituting a levy on tour
operators that make their profits from viewing wildlife. Revenue from this tax would be
put back into the conservation of whatever species the operators are using to draw in
tourists. Logically, there would also be tax breaks for those who are already practicing
effective conservation on their property or through their business practice and this
would encourage others to do the same. As it stands now, some penguins nest on private
property where owners do not allow the Department of Conservation or the Yelloweyed Penguin Trust to check on them (D. McFarlane, H. Ratz and P. Seddon, pers com).
Although the Wildlife Act gives the Department of Conservation the right to access the
property, the risk of bad publicity keeps the Department of Conservation away in many
instances (P. Seddon, pers com). Perhaps the aforementioned tax incentives would
encourage property owners to be more generous and responsible to the endangered
penguins that live on their land. The eligibility of private conservation efforts for tax
breaks would have to be monitored to determine whether or not conservation measures
undertaken by private individuals or businesses were effective. This could be achieved
through a city conservation inspector system which would be more proactive about the
enforcement of sustainability measures that the city is recommending.

8.2 Using science and scientists
The need for better science communication appears to be something that all the
organizations involved in yellow-eyed penguin management would like to see. The
Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust expressed a desire to be able to access scientists’ expertise
more often but are reluctant to pay for that expertise (D. McFarlane, pers com). The
priorities of the Yellow-Eyed Penguin Trust and where their funding goes also needs to
shift away from habitat restoration (see Chapter 6) and toward using input from
scientists to come up with workable solutions to yellow-eyed penguin conservation.
On the other side of the coin, scientists would like to be more involved in decisions
being made about yellow-eyed penguin management by the Trust (see Chapter 6).
Parties on both sides appear to be frustrated by the slow process by which the
Department of Conservation implements new research in management strategy; the
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Department of Conservation budget simply does not allow for anything but a minimal
approach. A case in point is that despite the fact that the Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes)
recovery plan 2000 – 2025 (McKinlay, 2001) states that the strategy will undergo a
formal review process in 2010, there is no review taking place this year (B. McKinlay,
pers com) despite new research on the genetics of the yellow-eyed penguin that should
impact how they are being managed.

8.3 Better integration of the public interface

New Zealanders are open to new ideas, but once these are
accepted they can become hard shelled orthodoxies, which
only heretics can challenge. That is why radical change is
sometimes needed.
Young (2004)
Objective 7 in the Hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes) recovery plan 2000 – 2025
(McKinlay, 2001) is to “ensure continued public support for hoiho conservation by
maintaining existing consultative structures and developing new advocacy initiatives.”
This objective might also be achieved by changing the some of the existing structures to
make them more dynamic and integrative. The Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust is the face of
citizen conservation efforts for the yellow-eyed penguin. Using this organization as an
example, what steps could be taken to make it a more dynamic and scientifically
responsible organization?
One suggestion is that the Trust could be made into a statutory body with a
governing board made up of a minimum of four members from the Zoology and Botany
Departments (University of Otago), representatives from the Dunedin City Council, the
Department of Conservation, and the Runanga, as well as five elected positions (J.
Darby, pers com). The manager’s position would be separate from this board and
responsible for fundraising, managing the Trust’s affairs and reporting back to the
governing board. Further streamlining of the Trust would achieved by contracting out
the trapping, habitat restoration, and outsourcing the acquisition of native plants. A
better integration of science in this organization could also be achieved by using
zoology students as employees during the summer months to carry out nest monitoring,
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and the Department of Conservation could be contracted by the Trust to do data entry
and database maintenance for Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust breeding areas (J. Darby, pers
com) and this would also serve to help standardise population surveys. Funding for this
strategy could be sourced from the Dunedin City Council and the Otago Peninsula
Trust, along with revenue from the previously suggested local tax on ecotourism
businesses that benefit considerably from the presence of the yellow-eyed penguin.
It has been suggested that intensive management is the only approach that is actually
increasing the population of the yellow-eyed penguins (Busch & Cullen, 2009; Ratz &
Lalas, 2010; see Chapter 7). Intensive management organizations, such as Penguin
Place and Rosalie Goldsworthy at Katiki Point should arguably receive more financial
support from the government. Access to financial revenue from a proposed ecotourism
tax should also be available to such enterprises. In addition, training workshops could
be held, and apprenticeships undertaken so that more intensive management operations
could be established with licensed practitioners near more yellow-eyed penguin
breeding sites on the South Island.
Further economic incentives could facilitate better integrative efforts for the
conservation of the yellow-eyed penguin. For example, both national and local
government could create incentives for the different organizations to work together by
awarding research grants to proposals that use more than one faction to get the research
done. This would encourage cooperation between the different factions of yellow-eyed
penguin management (P. D. Boersma, pers com).
Integration of these different factions, public and private, is not, however, the
whole answer when even collaborative groups such as the Yellow-eyed Penguin
Consultative Group and the Yellow-eyed Penguin Recovery Group (both administered
by Department of Conservation and open to all involved with yellow-eyed penguins,
including tour operators, scientists, landowners, and conservationists) are preoccupied
(and rightly so) with the practical day to day management of penguins and must forgo
most big-picture problems. The formation of another integrative group of participants
whose sole task would be to look at the long-term big picture and formulate policy
integrating all aspects of science, economics and cultural aesthetics of the yellow-eyed
penguin would be a way to address this problem. This group could meet once a year to
review the latest scientific research and discuss how it might affect yellow-eyed penguin
management.
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To create a positive cultural alternative, we need to invent
new ways of envisioning our relationship with nature and
with one another, then act to realize our visions. By acting
in this manner, we may have a chance to create a more
rational and just social order that can address the threats to
the global environment and, at the same time, preserve and
expand human agency.
(Brulle, 2000)
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PREFACE TO THE CREATIVE COMPONENT
In order to write the blog and the book, I felt it was important to visit Katiki
Point as often as possible. Every two weeks I took photographs and recorded the daily
activities at the penguin hospital, the habitat restoration efforts, and the seasonal
changes of the flora and fauna. Every visit brought new discoveries and ideas for topics
to write about for the thesis, and both creative components.
I chose the blog as a medium because it is an easy way to directly inform and
engage the public about the ecology of the Otago coast, penguin rehabilitation and
intensive management of the reserve at Katiki Point, and because there was the potential
for feedback in the form of comments that might help with the writing of my book
Penguin Hospital. Evidence of my engagement with children as a result of interacting
with Dunedin schools to increase feedback on the blog has already been discussed in the
Introduction. The feedback from the children in the form of questions on the blog was
invaluable to the writing of my book and their interest in the blog is very apparent in the
spike in views in July 2009 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Monthly total overall hits on penguinhospital.com
The children’s feedback was valuable in other ways. Their level of vocabulary,
the starting points for their questions (How many eggs do penguins lay a day?), and the
topics that engaged them guided the text of my book. My answers to their questions
were also used by Monika Frye in her teaching unit called YEP’s Backyard - a term 4,
2009 interactive online project for several Dunedin area schools.
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The blog engaged readers of many ages, and prompted feedback and interaction
from adults as well. I was invited to speak about penguins and the blog to an audience
of adults and children at the Otago Museum during a weekend of activities that
informed the public about conservation efforts in Otago. A post also spurred direct
action from a woman who related to me that when she saw a feral cat at the little blue
penguin colony a few days after reading about the danger posed to penguins by feral
cats and dogs, she rang the council to complain and urged them to do more to protect
the penguins from predators. I also made international contacts and met Dyan DeNapoli
who used to run the Boston Aquarium’s penguin exhibit. She has just finished writing a
book about rescuing oiled penguins in South Africa, and her publishing journey has
been very informative. I look forward to a private tour of the Aquarium on my next visit
to Boston. I was also invited to be a guest lecturer for a medical humanities elective on
nature writing at Otago and spoke about the specifics of blog writing. My blog has also
been accepted on a blog aggregate, the Nature Blog Network, “a nexus for the very best
nature blogs on the net.”
I was pleased to have over 6000 hits on the blog in the course of a year (Figure
1) and the blog continues to get readership; about ten hits a day. I would have liked
more comments, certainly, and more hits because you can never have enough, but I am
satisfied with the outcome of the blog because it made connections to both young and
old, locals and internationals, and informed the public about a topic that speaks about
conservation not just in New Zealand, but provides an example of the kind of effort it
takes to care for endangered species anywhere. It was a tremendous learning experience
for me.
The blog is on the CD herewith. The second half of the creative component, the
book, Penguin Hospital follows.

